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It is shown that the key role in the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity in the layered
cuprate metal-oxides with anisotropic quasi-two-dimensional electronic spectrum and d-wave sym-
metry of the superconducting order parameter is played by the retarded screened Coulomb interac-
tion and many-body correlations. We argue that the pseudogap observed in these materials is the
anisotropic dielectric gap, which appears due to the electron-hole pairing on the flat portions of
the Fermi surface in the vicinity of the extended saddle points in the quasiparticle spectrum. This
gap coexists with the superconducting gap and is partially suppressed by scattering of current car-
riers on the charged point defects. The suppression of dielectric gap is analogous to the suppression
of superconducting gap by magnetic impurities in «gapless» superconductors. The complete de-
struction of the pseudogap by charged impurities is assumed to increase Tc significantly.
PACS: 74.72.–h
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1. Introduction
The retardation effects stemming from the ex-
change of collective charge density excitations with
quasiacoustic dispersion (acoustic plasmons) should
exert a strong influence on the screened Coulomb
interaction between quasiparticles in layered cuprate
metal-oxides. These excitations appear both due to the
quasi-two-dimensional nature of the band spectrum
and as a result of the strong anisotropy of the Fermi
velocity in the plane of cuprate layers. The latter is
the consequence of the extended saddle points in the
quasiparticle spectrum, which lead to the appearance
of the square-root Van Hove singularity in the density
of states in the vicinity of the Fermi level [1–4].
By virtue of the Kramers—Kronig relation for the
inverse dielectric function  e
1( , )q , the matrix ele-
ment of the retarded screened Coulomb interaction
may be represented as
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where Vc is the bare Coulomb interaction and Spl is
the spectral function of the charge density fluctua-
tions (plasmons). As we have shown in [5,6], the
low-angle inelastic scattering of current carriers on
the long-wave acoustic plasmons leads to the suppres-
sion of static Coulomb repulsion ~ ( , )Vc q 0 at small mo-
mentum transfer q and, eventually, to the appearance
of effective interelectron attraction in the d-wave
Cooper channel. The many-body Coulomb correla-
tions (local field effects), taken into account through
introduction of the Coulomb three-point vertex, en-
hance this attraction and provide for high values of
the critical temperature Tc of superconducting transi-
tion, even in the absence of any other interactions in
the system.
2. Formation of the anisotropic superconducting
state in cuprate metal-oxides
We have incorporated the retardation effects into
self-consistent numerical calculations of the electronic
polarizability, screened Coulomb interaction, normal
and anomalous self-energies. In these calculations we
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have used theoretical spectrum of the antibonding
band of Y123, proposed in [7], while the normal Cou-
lomb vertex c was taken in the approximation sug-
gested by Nambu [8] for charged Fermi liquids:
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 c is the part of electronic self-energy produced by the
Coulomb interaction, k | | and q | | are the longitudinal
quasimomenta (in the plane of layers), while n and m
are, respectively, the fermionic and bosonic Matsubara
frequencies at finite temperatures.
To describe superconducting state one needs to cal-
culate the anomalous self-energy, which contains both
normal N and anomalous  A vertices. As it was
shown in [9] for the electron-phonon interaction, in
the vicinity of the critical temperature Tc the anoma-
lous self-energy, linearized with respect to the order
parameter, may by represented with a good accuracy
by the diagram
This expression, though, does not include diagrams
with intersecting interaction lines, such as
which in the case of the Coulomb interaction are not
small. We took these diagrams into account introduc-
ing an additional term into the expression for the
anomalous self-energy. This term represents the sum
of the series of ladder diagrams, such as
where the exact retarded interaction is approximately
replaced by the screened Coulomb interaction, aver-
aged over momenta and energy.
Accordingly, the system of equations for supercon-
ducting order parameter may by written as
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and interaction VH is defined as
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here the angular brackets   qz and   q, desig-
nate, respectively, the averages over the momentum
qz along the c axis, perpendicular to the plane of lay-
ers ab, and over the transferred momentum q and fre-
quency . The polarization operator   is calculated
with exact Green functions, but with vertex  taken
equal to unity.
The concentration dependencies of the largest eigen-
value  of the kernel of Eq. (7), obtained numerically
for the dx y2 2 -wave symmetry of the order parameter
at various temperatures, are shown in Fig. 1,a. The
critical temperature of superconducting transition,
which corresponds to   1, is shown in Fig. 1,b in
function of the doped holes’ concentration per unit cell
x. The value x x 0 corresponds to the coincidence of
the Fermi level with the extended saddle points.
As we can see, the effective attraction in the
d-wave channel, originating in the exchange of charge
density excitations and enhanced by many-body Cou-
lomb correlations, produces sufficiently high critical
temperatures at optimal doping level and provides a
qualitatively correct description of the experimentally
observed concentration dependence of Tc.
Notice the abrupt drop in Tc when the Fermi level
approaches the saddle point. This behavior, which was
predicted before in [10], is the consequence of strong
coupling effects in conjunction with the square-root
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singularity in the density of states, possessed by the
band spectrum with extended saddle points.
Indeed, the anisotropic density of states, or inverse
group velocity of quasiparticles, which depends on the
energy  and azimuth angle  on the almost circular (in
the ab plane) cylindrical Fermi surface, may be modeled
as
      , ( ) ( ) cos   4 , (11)
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 is the Fermi level distance from the extended saddle
point and 0 is the energy scale for the existence of
the square-root singularity in the density of states.
Utilizing this simple approximation and taking
into account the renormalization due to the strong
coupling effects, we may write an approximate equa-
tion for the critical temperature Tc0 of the transition
into superconducting state with ñ dx y2 2 -wave sym-
metry of the gap "   "  d cos 2 :
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Here #  #   #$ 1 0 2/ is dimensionless renorma-
lization constant, dependent on the isotropic part of
the retarded interaction, W1 is the matrix element of
interaction in the dx y2 2 -channel, and % is character-
istic energy of this interaction. When  approaches
zero with increased carrier concentration the squ-
are-root singularities in (13) are cancelled out, and
the critical temperature is defined by the expression
[10]
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The Tc0 dependence on , derived from (13), is shown
in Fig. 2,a (curve 1–1).
3. Nesting and «excitonic» pairing
in the presence of charged impurities
For quasiparticles on the nearest flat portions of the
Fermi surface, stretched along the «banks» of the ex-
tended saddle, the energy satisfy the nesting condition
     k k + q  0 , where the nesting vector q0 is small
(q a0 . /0 ) and depends on the doping level of the
crystal. The Coulomb repulsion between electrons with
transferred momentum q0, described by the matrix ele-
ment W0, corresponds then to the effective attraction
between an electron and a hole. As the result, the
anisotropic dielectric gap may appear on these flat por-
tions of the Fermi surface due to the instability of the
ground state with respect to the coherent electron-hole
(excitonic) pairing, i.e., to the phase transition into the
state of excitonic dielectric [11]. The equation for this
«excitonic» gap may be written, in the absence of a
superconducting gap, as:
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Fig. 1. The largest eigenvalue of the kernel of Eq. (7) for various temperatures (a) and the critical temperature of super-
conducting transition (b) in the d
x y2 2
-wave channel in function of the concentration x of the doped holes. The value x0
corresponds to the Fermi level crossing of the saddle point.
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It should be noted that the dielectric gap 0 has a
purely electronic nature and does not imply a Pierls
instability of the crystal lattice because the nesting
vector q0, in general, is not commensurate with the re-
ciprocal lattice period 20 / a.
The critical temperature of the transition into the
excitonic dielectric state Td0( ) , given the condition
W W /0 1 21 , is shown in Fig. 2,a with curve 2.
Nevertheless, the Eq. (15) does not account for the
influence of charged impurities, the doped oxygen ions
in particular, on the «excitonic» gap  and critical tem-
perature Td through the pair-breaking process. This ef-
fect is due to the opposite signs of the amplitudes of
scattering of the electrons and holes on the charged im-
purities and is similar to the influence of the magnetic
impurities on superconducting gap and Tc in the
«gapless» superconductors with singlet Cooper pairing
[12]. The lowering of Td in comparison with Td0 in
cuprates due to such pair braking in the process of the
elastic scattering on the oxygen ions may be accounted
for using the equation, obtained in [12]:
ln ( )T /T / / /d d0 1 2 2 1 2  2  3  2   , (16)
where 2 is the digamma function. The dimensionless
parameter 3 0 4 / Td c( ) in our case is proportional
to the inverse time 4 5 6c c FN
 1 of the Coulomb
scattering of quasiparticles with Fermi velocity 6F in
the 2D cuprate layers on charged impurities with con-
centration N (per unit area of the layer). The cross
section of the 2D Coulomb scattering on a screened
impurity in the Born approximation equals
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where 0 & 100–200 is the dielectric function of the
lattice, kF is the Fermi momentum, and r0 is the
screening length.
The curve 3–3 in Fig. 2,a shows the dependence of
Td in function of , calculated with the use of (16).
The position of the Fermi level  with respect to the
saddle point depends on the concentration of the
doped holes, which is equal to the concentration of the
dopant oxygen atoms n.
The matrix elements W0 and W1 are calculated
through the Fourier expansion of the static screened
Coulomb matrix element on the Fermi surface, and
with account of the Coulomb vertices  (see [13]).
4. The phase diagram
The dielectric and superconducting gaps exist on
virtually the same portions of the Fermi surface in the
vicinity of saddle points thus strongly influencing
each other. In particular, when T Tc d0 . , the critical
temperature of superconducting transition Tc for  7 0
is given by the equation (cf. Eq. (13))
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Fig. 2. (a) The dependencies of Tc and Td on ; the numbers near the curves are explained in text. (b) The phase diagram
of the superconducting and pseudogap states.
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In Fig. 2,a the curve 4 shows the dependence of Tc
on  in the region, where T Tc d0 . . In the same time,
in the region, where T Tc d0 1 , the Eq. (18) leads to
the former result for Tc, given by (13), i.e., T Tc c 0
(curve 1).
It should be noted that far from the critical concen-
tration of charged impurities given by the expression
4 8 0c d/ T0 02  ( ), the temperature dependence of
( )T is described by the usual BCS equation, while in
the vicinity of the critical concentration one should
use the dependence obtained in [12]
( ) ( )T T Td 0 2
2 2 . (19)
The critical temperatures of superconducting (Tc)
and dielectric (Td) transitions are shown in Fig. 2,b in
function of the concentration of doped holes. The cal-
culated phase diagram qualitatively agrees with the
experimentally obtained one for the cuprate supercon-
ductors (cf. [14]), if Td is identified with characteris-
tic temperature T* of the pseudogap state.
Finally, in Fig. 3 the calculated phase diagram is
compared with the experimental concentration depen-
dences of Tc and T* (see [15]). Here the charge carrier
concentration xmax corresponds to the maximal criti-
cal temperature Tc max of superconducting transition.
We should emphasize again, that for the sake of sim-
plicity we have limited the calculation to include only
one coefficient of the Fourier expansion of the interac-
tion matrix element for each of the interaction chan-
nels (W0 è W1), and have also utilize the model ex-
pression for the angular dependence of the electronic
Fermi velocity (12). Nevertheless, even this simplified
model allows for sufficiently good agreement with ex-
periment with actually only one «free» parameter —
the dielectric constant of the lattice 0.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, in the framework of the model con-
sidered we assume that the pseudogap, observed in the
cuprate metal-oxide, is actually a dielectric gap in
quasiparticle spectrum, partially suppressed by the
charged oxygen ions. It should be noted that accord-
ing to our model the total suppression of the dielectric
(excitonic) gap  would lead to a substantial increase
in the maximal Tc (up to the maximal value of Tc0).
Thus, we may suggest a possible way of enhancing Tc
in cuprates. Suppose we managed to achieve addi-
tional doping of a high-Tc cuprate with donors and ac-
ceptors with optimally chosen concentrations (analo-
gously to the compensated semiconductors), which
preserves the charge carriers concentration. Since the
pair-breaking effect does not depend on the sign of the
impurity charge, the only result of such doping would
be the suppression of pseudogap, and, consequently,
the enhancement of Tc. This increase in superconduct-
ing transition temperature is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Finally, note that the electron-hole pairing on the
flat portions of the Fermi surface near the extended
saddle points should be accompanied by the appear-
ance of incommensurate charge-density waves in the
directions of the main crystallographic axes. Due to
the dielectric gap suppression by charged impurities
these charge-density waves should degrade into the
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metastable periodic stripe structure, coexisting with
the superconducting state.
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